Large ground-based telescopes equipped with adaptive optics (AO) systems have ushered in a new era of highresolution infrared photometry and astrometry. Relative astrometric accuracies of <0.2 mas have already been demonstrated from infrared images with spatial resolutions of 55-95 mas resolution over 10-20" fields of view. Relative photometric accuracies of 3% and absolute photometric accuracies of 5%-20% are also possible. I will review improvements and current limitations in astrometry and photometry with adaptive optics of crowded stellar fields. These capabilities enable experiments such as measuring orbits for brown dwarfs and exoplanets, studying our Galaxy's supermassive black hole and its environment, and identifying individual stars in young star clusters, which can be used test the universality of the initial mass function.
INTRODUCTION
Scientific results from adaptive optics (AO) systems on ground-based telescopes have increased dramatically over the last ∼10 years. As existing AO systems have matured and stabilized and the number of scientifically productive AO systems has increased, AO observations have become more routine. With this stability, we are now exploring the most effective ways to extract high-precision quantitative science from AO observations. In this proceeding, we review the current state of astrometric ( §2) and photometric ( §3 and §4) accuracies achieved with existing AO systems. We also highlight the limitations of current measurements in an effort to determine where improvements can be made. Each section begins with a list of several science results utilizing AO astrometric or photometric measurements and the accuracies achieved, followed by a discussion of the limiting factors. Precision AO astrometry, in particular, is behind some of the driving science cases for future AO systems and large telescopes (e.g. TMT, E-ELT). Understanding the current and future limitations of AO astrometric and photometric measurements is still a work in progress.
RELATIVE ASTROMETRY
The increased spatial resolution provided by adaptive optics observations in the near-infrared not only enables observations of crowded fields or close binary stars, but also provides improved astrometric precision. AO astrometry has been used to measure dynamical masses of brown dwarfs, 1, 2 study our Galaxy's central supermassive black hole and its environment, [3] [4] [5] [6] and study the formation and evolution of young star clusters 7 and massive stars. 8 Astrometric accuracies of <0.2 mas have been demonstrated with the Keck and Palomar AO systems over multiple nights, months, and even years of observing. [9] [10] [11] These accuracies are best determined by measuring the residuals from linear motion for many stars within a crowded-field, such as the Galactic center (see Figure  1 , blue line).
Send correspondence to jlu@astro.caltech.edu LGS AO observations of stars in the Galactic center. The average random error for each data set, hereafter referred to as the "centroiding error" (black solid), is determined by running the Starfinder PSF fitting routine on 3 subsets of the data and calculating the error on the mean position for each star. Each star's motion over time is fit with a linear motion model and the residuals from these fits give the astrometric accuracy (blue solid). Errors due to aligning data sets are negligible (red dashed). Errors due to photon noise are calculated by simulating star fields with input positions and fluxes and a known PSF then comparing to the fluxes recovered by Starfinder (green dashed).
Astrometric observations from ground-based telescopes are fundamentally limited by differential tip-tilt jitter, which, fortunately, reduces with integration time as 1/ √ t int . 12 This behavior has been verified on sky by plotting the astrometric precision as a function of total integration time for AO observations taken within a single night ( Figure 2 ). 9, 10 Practically, astrometric measurements are more often limited by systematic effects due to residual optical distortions, differential atmospheric refraction, 13 and PSF errors. Both optical distortions from the camera and differential atmospheric refraction (DAR) can be calibrated and corrected. For instance, Yelda et al. (in preparation) have used on-sky observations of globular clusters to characterize the Keck NIRC2 distortion solution to the 1 mas level, a factor of 3 improvement over previous solutions using pinhole masks. The relative distortion error felt between epochs is also sensitive to the observational design. To achieve the highest astrometric precision, residual distortions are minimized in Keck/UCLA Galactic center astrometric measurements by always observing with small dithers * and at the same detector orientation and position. 3 Without this careful observing planning, residual distortions may be the dominant source of astrometric error for bright, uncrowded sources (see Figure 14 in Fritz et al. 14 ). Uncorrected differential atmospheric refraction can also contribute 1-3 mas of error for two stars separated by 5"; however, it can be modeled and images corrected using real-time weather data and a simple model of the Earth's atmosphere.
The limiting factor for crowded-field AO astrometry appears to be PSF errors, as shown by Fritz et al., 14 even when there are plenty of stars to derive an empirical PSF using codes such as Starfinder. 15 Figure 3 shows * We still dither in order to remove the effects of bad pixels, reduce the impact of intra-pixel sensitivity variations, and average over small-scale distortions that can't easily be characterized. . This source of error is a result of incorrectly subtracted PSFs from brighter neighboring stars resulting in residuals that bias the astrometry of fainter sources; hence the error depends on stellar brightness. These PSF errors depend on the Strehl of the observations, the amount of PSF variability over the field of view, and the exact crowding of the science field being observed, so these numbers are not exactly applicable to other observations. However, PSF errors are still likely to be a significant source of error for most crowded-field astrometric experiments. In summary, calculations by Clarkson et al. (in preparation) suggest that the total unaccounted for error between the accuracies calculated from stellar motion residuals and the centroiding errors is ∼0.15 mas for bright sources in Keck NIRC2 observations of the crowded Galactic center Arches cluster at several epochs. When combined with the centroiding error within each epoch, this results in an astrometric accuracy of 0.2 mas.
RELATIVE PHOTOMETRY
Relative photometry from adaptive optics observations has been used to study both the time variability of individual sources and the flux ratios or luminosity functions of multiple systems and clusters of stars. For instance, AO observations of Sgr A*-IR, the accreting supermassive black hole at the Galactic center, have been used to study its time variability within a single night [16] [17] [18] ). Also, AO observations have been used to construct luminosity functions in massive young star clusters, which can be converted into initial mass functions in order to probe how star formation may differ in the most crowded star clusters. 19 Relative photometric accuracies of 3-4% have been demonstrated with AO observations. These accuracies can be reached within a single night of AO observations, under the same atmospheric and AO conditions, as has been demonstrated 20, 21 from RMS photometric errors for individual stars across many exposures throughout a night. Additionally, by comparing photometry for crowded star fields such as the Galactic center across many nights taken over several years, we show in Figure 4 that the RMS photometric errors of 4% are still reached. Current limitations on relative photometry are due to errors in the PSF estimates in these crowded fields. Analysis by Schoedel et al. 21 shows that extracting the PSF from images using different PSF stars fully accounts for the relative photometric errors and is orders of magnitude above the photon noise limit for bright stars (also see Esslinger & Edmunds 22 ).
ABSOLUTE PHOTOMETRY
Absolute photometry is necessary for multi-wavelength analysis such as for studies of stellar populations. 19, 23 Typically, AO observations are absolutely photometrically calibrated by using existing seeing-limited or HST observations taken in different filters and with very different resolutions, requiring filter conversions and crowding analysis. Absolute photometry of new fields typically requires observations of standard stars over a range of airmasses on a photometric night. We have attempted such a program using the Keck AO system and the NIRC2 instrument, observing 3 standard stars in natural guide star (NGS) mode at airmasses of 1.0-1.8 in H, K', and L' filters. Using standard IRAF aperture photometry reduction packages and a 2" aperture radius, we measure the zeropoints for these three filters with uncertainties of 0.02 mag, 0.02 mag, and 0.06 mag at H, K', and L', respectively. However, applying these zeropoints to crowded-field LGS AO observations, where the size of the empirically estimated PSF is only ∼0. 5 -1. 0, depends on proper aperture corrections between the science-field PSF and the photometric standard star's aperture. The variable AO correction between the NGS observations of the bright standard stars and the LGS observations, with faint off-axis tip-tilt stars, of a Galactic star cluster, for instance, result in different PSFs that cannot easily be matched at radii of <0. 5. Sheehy et al. 24 proposed to model the PSF from the science observations directly out to large radii by assuming the 1D power spectrum of the image can be described entirely from the distribution of stars, a noise floor, and a PSF constructed from the telescope, camera detector, and AO-corrected atmosphere. With this technique they achieve 4% photometric accuracy across multiple exposures of the same field. However, when compared with HST observations of the same field they find an RMS error of only 20%, some of which may be attributed to intrinsic source variability. Again, improved knowledge of the complete PSF for crowded stellar fields would provide better aperture corrections permitting absolute photometric accuracies of <5% for fields photometrically calibrated only from AO observations, rather than bootstrapping from lower spatial resolution observations from 2MASS, UKIDSS, or HST.
CONCLUSIONS
Astrometric and photometric measurements with adaptive optics observations have achieved accuracies of • Relative Astrometric Errors: <0.2 mas • Relative Photometric Errors: 0.03 -0.04 mag • Absolute Photometric Errors: <0.05 mag (however, see discussion in §4).
The current limitations of such measurements are primarily due to uncertainties in the PSF. Efforts in PSFreconstruction from AO telemetry, 25 modeling the spatial dependence of the PSF from Cn 2 profiles, 26 and better methods for fitting the PSF empirically for crowded fields will be needed to improve upon the above accuracies.
